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Picostorm Code Labs files key patents and secures international trademarks in
global locales, as it moves to next funding round.

Picostorm Code Labs has filed a key patent to bolster its IP portfolio surrounding it's Social
Sharing and Discovery Platform, currently known under the working name of Alpha Project.

Vancouver,BC (PRWEB) December 03, 2011 -- Picostorm Code Labs Vice President, Clayton Strauts,
announced a US patent has been submitted and is now in the patent pending process related to the dashboard
interface, and persona interaction model. Along with the Patent, several international trademarks have been
secured in locales around the globe.

"This is a big milestone in the Picostorm roadmap, as it allows us to get out and aggressively raise funding to
take the project to the next level, with some solid ip behind our creative and innovative platform. The Social
Sharing and Discovery platform we have built will encompass the social mosaic that are peoples lives, in an
intuitive, privacy conscious way that facilitates community engagement, along with a local focus, from
activities to businesses. "

Picostorm currently has at demo explanation site at : http://picostormlabs.com/alpha/ for public interest.

With the seed round funding now closed, Picostorm Code Labs is now focusing on raising another round of
financing to develop the other elements of its platform as well as hire a skilled team of developers and
engineers to enter and ready for Beta phase production.

Picostorm Code Labs is a tech start-up based in Vancouver,BC, developing a Social Sharing and Discovery
platform; and G-Lo, Picostorm’s ancillary geolocation services platform. http://picostormlabs.com
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Contact Information
Gunars Strauts
Picostorm Code Labs
(604) 783-7954

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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